
CIS 90 - Lesson 14 

Lesson Module Checklist 
• Slides - 
• Properties -  
• Flash cards -  
• First minute quiz - NA 
• Web calendar summary -   
• Web book pages - 
• Commands - 
• Lab - NA 

 
• CCC Confer wall paper - 

 
• Materials uploaded -  
• Backup slides, CCC info, handouts on flash drive -   
• Check that room headset is charged Aptos (backup) -  
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Email me (risimms@cabrillo.edu) a relatively current photo of your face for 3 points extra credit 

Instructor:  Rich Simms 
Dial-in: 888-450-4821  
Passcode: 761867 

Don 

Rita 

Dajan 

Evan Josh 

Jessica Evie 

Carlile 

Ray 

Carlos Gustavo 

Andrew 

Bryn 

Jacob 

Sean Fy.  Carter 

Humberto 

Sean Fa.  

Kelly Michael 

Sean C. 

Chad 

Ben 
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[ ] Load White Board with cis*lesson??*-WB 

 

 

[ ] Connect session to Teleconference 

 

 

[ ] Is recording on? 

 

 

[ ] Toggle Talk button to not use Mic 

Connected to teleconference 
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[ ] Share Foxit, Putty, and Chrome  

[ ] Video (webcam) optional 

[ ] layout and share apps 

foxit for slides chrome 

putty 
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Quiz 
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Objectives Agenda 

• Use conditionals in scripts 
• Transfer files between computers 
• Archive directories using tar 

 
 
 

• No Quiz 

• Questions from last week 

• Getting started (if you haven't 
already) 

• Scripting tips 

• scp 

• Tarballs 

• Wrap up 

 = hands on exercise for topic 

More Shell Scripting 
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Questions 
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Questions 

Any questions on: 
 
• Project? 

 
• Extra credit Labs? 

 
• Previous course material? 
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Housekeeping 
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Next Class 
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Previous material and assignment 

1. No labs due today 
 

2. Project is due 11:59PM on 12/5.  That’s one 
week from now.  If you haven't started yet, 
now would be a good time! 
 

3. Extra credit labs are due 11:59PM 12/12. 
 

4. Final Exam (Test #3) is Dec 12th 1-3:50PM in 
2501 (no CCC Confer) 
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Tally as of 11/26/2012 
anborn: 72% (328 of 450 points) 
arador: 59% (268 of 450 points) 
aragorn: 73% (331 of 450 points) 
balrog: 55% (250 of 450 points) 
bombadil: 92% (415 of 450 points) 
boromir: 71% (320 of 450 points) 
celeborn: 110% (497 of 450 points) 
dori: 57% (259 of 450 points) 
elrond: 70% (317 of 450 points) 
eomer: 83% (377 of 450 points) 
gimli: 27% (125 of 450 points) 
goldberry: 65% (296 of 450 points) 

huan: 104% (472 of 450 points) 
ingold: 97% (438 of 450 points) 
marhari: 63% (285 of 450 points) 
pallando: 75% (340 of 450 points) 
samwise: 74% (336 of 450 points) 
saruman: 98% (441 of 450 points) 
sauron: 110% (496 of 450 points) 
shadowfax: 103% (467 of 450 points) 
smeagol: 96% (435 of 450 points) 
theoden: 94% (423 of 450 points) 
tulkas: 84% (379 of 450 points) 

Be sure to monitor your progress using the Grades page of the course website 

Remaining point earning opportunities: T3=30, F4=20, Project=60 for 110 points 
plus up to 90 points maximum extra credit 
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Final Exam 

Can not be taken online using CCC Confer 
 
It will be held in room 2501 on Wednesday, Dec 
12th from 1:00 to 3:50PM (hard stop, no 
extension time period) 
 
If you know you can’t make this date you will 
need to contact the instructor, in advance, to 
arrange an exam EARLIER in the week. 
 
No makeups after the Wednesday exam 
 
Practice test will be available 
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change change change change rest 
 

/home/cis90/simben/bin $ cp myscript myscript.v1 

 

change change change change rest 
 

/home/cis90/simben/bin $ cp myscript myscript.v2 

 

change change change change rest 
 

/home/cis90/simben/bin $ cp myscript myscript.v3 
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Refresh 
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UNIX/Linux Architecture 
The Shell 

Kernel 

Shell 

Applications 
System  

Commands 

• Allows users to interact with the 
computer via a “command line”. 
 

• Prompts for a command, parses the 
command, finds the right program and 
gets that program executed. 
 

• Called a “shell” because it hides the 
underlying operating system. 
 

• Many shell programs are available:  
  sh (Bourne shell), bash (born again 

shell), csh (C shell), ksh (Korn shell).  
 

• A user interface and a 
programming language (scripts). 
 

• GNOME and KDE desktops could be 
called graphical shells 
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Shell Scripts 

/ 

Some scripts on opus 
 

1) /home/cis90/bin/riddle1 

2) /home/cis90/bin/allscripts 

3) /etc/rc.d/init.d/network 

4) /usr/bin/spell 

5) /usr/bin/vimtutor 

6) ~/bin/enlightenment 

17 

You have read permission for all these scripts.  You 
can use cat, more, less, or even vi to view them 
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Class Activity 
Scripting 

How many of the commands in /bin are really scripts? 

file /bin/* 

file /bin/* | grep script 

file /bin/* | grep script | wc -l 

 

How many of the commands in /usr/bin are really scripts? 

file /usr/bin/* 

file /usr/bin/* | grep script 

file /usr/bin/* | grep script | wc -l 
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Project 
 

Getting Started 

19 
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Getting started on the final project 
(If you haven’t done this already) 

 
 
1. Create a file in your bin directory named myscript: 

• Copy from /home/cis90/depot/myscript 
• or copy and paste template code from: 

 http://simms-teach.com/docs/cis90/cis90final-project.pdf 
 

2. Give yourself full permissions and give CIS 90 group read and execute 
permissions 
• chmod 750 myscript 

 
3. Run allscripts and verify your script will run without any errors 
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21 Instructor reminder:  run checkmyscripts to see current status 
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Final Project 

/ 

What is allscripts and myscript? 

22 

#!/bin/bash 

# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 

        clear 

        echo -n " 

                Spring 2009 CIS 90 Projects 

        1) Bilal 

        2) Craig 

        3) Dan 

        4) Doug 

        5) Duke 

        6) Edgar D. 

        7) Edgar O. 

        8) Gabriel 

        9) George 

        10) Glen 

        11) Jaime 

        12) Janet 

        13) Joe F. 

        14) Joe P. 

        15) Junious 

        16) Kang 

        17) Lieven 

        18) Linda 

        19) Michael 

        20) Patrick 

        21) Talley 

        22) Todd 

        23) William 

        24) Benji 

        99) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: " 

        read RESPONSE 

        case $RESPONSE in 

          1)    # Bilal 

                        /home/cis90/hussabil/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          2)    # Craig 

                        /home/cis90/langlcra/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          3)    # Dan 

                        /home/cis90/conydan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          4)    # Doug 

                        /home/cis90/kittldou/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          5)    # Duke 

                        /home/cis90/roddyduk/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          6)    # Edgar D. 

                        /home/cis90/delacedg/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          7)    # Edgar O. 

                        /home/cis90/ortegedg/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          8)    # Gabriel 

                        /home/cis90/pantogab/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          9)    # George 

                        /home/cis90/balesgeo/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          10)   # Glen 

                        /home/cis90/matligle/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          11)   # Jaime 

                        /home/cis90/cervajai/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          12)   # Janet 

                        /home/cis90/tumajan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          13)   # Joe F. 

                        /home/cis90/ferrajoe/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          14)   # Joe P. 

                        /home/cis90/pragejoe/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          15)   # Junious 

                        /home/cis90/rossjun/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          16)   # Kang 

                        /home/cis90/leekan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          17)   # Lieven 

                        /home/cis90/mambulie/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          18)   # Linda 

                        /home/cis90/donohlin/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          19)   # Michael 

                        /home/cis90/georgmic/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          20)   # Patrick 

                        /home/cis90/caseypat/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          21)   # Talley 

                        /home/cis90/senantal/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          22)   # Todd 

                        /home/cis90/krametod/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          23)   # William 

                        /home/cis90/tumawil/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          24)   # Benji 

                        /home/cis90/simmsben/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          99)   exit 0 

                        ;; 

          *)    echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

                        ;; 

        esac 

        echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

        read dummy 

done 

 

# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 

clear 

echo -n " 

CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Task 1 

2) Task 2 

3) Task 3 

4) Task 4 

5) Task 5 

6) Exit 

Enter Your Choice: " 

read RESPONSE 

case $RESPONSE in 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

;; 

2) # Commands for Task 2 

;; 

3) # Commands for Task 3 

;; 

4) # Commands for Task 4 

;; 

5) # Commands for Task 5 

;; 

6) exit 0 

;; 

*) echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

;; 

esac 

echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

read dummy 

done 
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allscripts 
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#!/bin/bash 

# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 
        clear 

        echo -n " 
                Spring 2009 CIS 90 Projects 

        1) Bilal 

        2) Craig 

        3) Dan 

        4) Doug 

        5) Duke 

        6) Edgar D. 

        7) Edgar O. 

        8) Gabriel 

        9) George 

        10) Glen 

        40) Songul 
        12) Janet 

        13) Joe F. 

        14) Joe P. 

        15) Junious 

        16) Kang 

        17) Lieven 

        18) Linda 

        19) Michael 

        20) Patrick 

        21) Talley 

        22) Todd 

        23) William 

        24) Benji 

        99) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: " 

        read RESPONSE 

        case $RESPONSE in 
          1)    # Bilal 

                        /home/cis90/hussabil/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          2)    # Craig 

                        /home/cis90/langlcra/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          3)    # Dan 

                        /home/cis90/conydan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          4)    # Doug 

                        /home/cis90/kittldou/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          5)    # Duke 

                        /home/cis90/roddyduk/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          6)    # Edgar D. 

                        /home/cis90/delacedg/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          7)    # Edgar O. 

                        /home/cis90/ortegedg/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          8)    # Gabriel 

                        /home/cis90/pantogab/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          9)    # George 

                        /home/cis90/balesgeo/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          10)   # Glen 

                        /home/cis90/matligle/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          40)   # Songul 

                        /home/cis90/messison/bin/myscript 
                        ;; 

          12)   # Janet 

                        /home/cis90/tumajan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          13)   # Joe F. 

                        /home/cis90/ferrajoe/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          14)   # Joe P. 

                        /home/cis90/pragejoe/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          15)   # Junious 

                        /home/cis90/rossjun/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          16)   # Kang 

                        /home/cis90/leekan/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          17)   # Lieven 

                        /home/cis90/mambulie/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          18)   # Linda 

                        /home/cis90/donohlin/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          19)   # Michael 

                        /home/cis90/georgmic/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          20)   # Patrick 

                        /home/cis90/caseypat/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          21)   # Talley 

                        /home/cis90/senantal/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          22)   # Todd 

                        /home/cis90/krametod/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          23)   # William 

                        /home/cis90/tumawil/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          24)   # Benji 

                        /home/cis90/simmsben/bin/myscript 

                        ;; 

          99)   exit 0 
                        ;; 

          *)    echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

                        ;; 

        esac 
        echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

        read dummy 

done 
 

The while statement in allscripts will loop 
through the code forever   

For case 99 the exit command is called 
which causes the script to terminate.  The 
return code of 0 means success.  

A case statement is used to run the appropriate 
myscript file in the student's bin directory.  This 
is specified using an absolute filename. 
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myscript 

/ 
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# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 
do 

clear 

echo -n " 

CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Task 1 

2) Task 2 

3) Task 3 

4) Task 4 

5) Task 5 

6) Exit 

Enter Your Choice: " 

read RESPONSE 

case $RESPONSE in 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

;; 

2) # Commands for Task 2 

;; 

3) # Commands for Task 3 

;; 

4) # Commands for Task 4 

;; 

5) # Commands for Task 5 

;; 

6) exit 0 

;; 

*) echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

;; 

esac 

echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

read dummy 

done 

The outer while statement 
will loop forever.  The only 
way out is the exit 
command in case 6) 
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/ 
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# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 

clear 

echo -n " 
CIS 90 Final Project 
1) Task 1 
2) Task 2 
3) Task 3 
4) Task 4 
5) Task 5 
6) Exit 
Enter Your Choice: " 
read RESPONSE 

case $RESPONSE in 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

;; 

2) # Commands for Task 2 

;; 

3) # Commands for Task 3 

;; 

4) # Commands for Task 4 

;; 

5) # Commands for Task 5 

;; 

6) exit 0 

;; 

*) echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

;; 

esac 

echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

read dummy 

done 

This is a single echo command that prints 
a menu for the user 
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/ 
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# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 

clear 

echo -n " 

CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Task 1 

2) Task 2 

3) Task 3 

4) Task 4 

5) Task 5 

6) Exit 

Enter Your Choice: " 

read RESPONSE 

case $RESPONSE in 
1) # Commands for Task 1 
;; 
2) # Commands for Task 2 
;; 
3) # Commands for Task 3 
;; 
4) # Commands for Task 4 
;; 
5) # Commands for Task 5 
;; 
6) exit 0 
;; 
*) echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 
;; 

esac 
echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

read dummy 

done 

This is a case statement.  One case for 
each task.  Note the end of the case 
statement is case spelled backwards! 
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# 

# menu: A simple menu template 

# 

while true 

do 

clear 

echo -n " 

CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Task 1 

2) Task 2 

3) Task 3 

4) Task 4 

5) Task 5 

6) Exit 

Enter Your Choice: " 

read RESPONSE 
case $RESPONSE in 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

;; 

2) # Commands for Task 2 

;; 

3) # Commands for Task 3 

;; 

4) # Commands for Task 4 

;; 

5) # Commands for Task 5 

;; 

6) exit 0 

;; 

*) echo "Please enter a number between 1 and 6" 

;; 

esac 

echo -n "Hit the Enter key to return to menu " 

read dummy 
done 

The read command gets 
input from the user and 
stores it in a variable.  
 
The variable to use is 
specified as the 
argument on the read 
command.   
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Verify that you can run 
your myscript from 
allscripts 
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How 
projects 

are graded 
29 
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This applies to each 
individual task 

Possible Points Requirements 

30 Implementing all five tasks (6 points each): 
 Requirements for each task:  

‒Minimum of 10 “original” script command lines  
‒Has one or more non-generic comments to explain what 
it is doing 

‒Has user interaction 

25 You don’t have to do all of these but do at least five: 
 Redirecting stdin (5 points) 
 Redirecting stdout (5 points) 
 Redirecting stderr (5 points) 
 Use of permissions (5 points) 
 Use of filename expansion characters (5 points) 
 Use of absolute path (5 points) 
 Use of relative path (5 points) 
 Use of a PID (5 points) 
 Use of inodes (5 points) 
 Use of links (5 points) 
 Use of scheduling (5 points) 
 Use of a GID or group (5 points) 
 Use of a UID or user (5 points) 
 Use of a /dev/tty device (5 points) 
 Use of a signal (5 points) 
 Use of piping (5 points) 
 Use of an environment variable (5 points) 
 Use of /bin/mail (5 points) 
 Use of a conditional (5 points) 

The maximum for this section is 25 points.  

5 Present your script to the class 

    

Points lost   

-15 Fails to run from allscripts   

-15 Other students in the class are unable to read and execute 
your script. 

-15 Error messages are displayed when running one or more tasks 

-up to 90 No credit for any task which contains unoriginal script code 
that: 

 Doesn’t give full credit to the original author 
 Doesn’t indicate where the code was obtained from  
 Doesn’t include licensing terms  
 Violates copyright or licensing terms 

Extra credit   

30 Up to three additional tasks (10 points each) 

This applies to the project 
as a whole 
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Final 
Project 
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Writing the script?  

 
Or deciding what to script? 

What takes longer? 
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One way to get started … select a random 
command to build a script around 
 

For this example we will pick the grep command 
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Research your command by reading the 
man page and googling examples 
 

Review the various options and arguments for the command 
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Next, decide what you want to do with the 
command you selected.  For this example we will: 
 
1. Start a new task in myscript  

 
2. Customize the menu for the new task 

 
3. Start with a simple grep command 

 
4. Add some simple interaction 

 
5. Add successive grep commands that experiment with different 

options 
 

6. Iterate till happy with it. 
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Customize the menu 
options for Task 1 

Start hacking 
the menu! 
 

Before 

After 
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Hacking (building, exploring) is not cracking (malicious) 
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Utilize screen real estate with multiple windows: 
 

• the 1st for vi,  
• the 2nd for testing myscript,  
• and a 3rd for experimenting or showing man 

pages 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

Layout your work area on the screen 
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Run myscript in the 2nd window and verify your 
changes work 

Changes work! 

Test your menu change 
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Insert your new script 
commands here 

Now its time to add some commands to the task.  
 

Be sure to insert commands after the generic 
comment and before the ;; 

Find the location to insert your new task commands 
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Experiment with a grep command in 3rd window 
 

In the 1st window add the new grep command 
then save with <esc>:w (don’t quit vi) 
 

Run myscript in the 2nd second window to test 
change.   

Oops, the change broke the script! Why? 
Because the relative path (beauty poems/*/*) 
does not work from the bin directory 

Add a simple command first and test it 
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Fix task in 1st window by using an absolute 
pathname then save with <esc>:w 
 

Re-run myscript in the 2nd second window and 
test your change. To do this quickly hit Ctrl-C 
then <up arrow> key.  

Fix worked! 

Fix it and test again 
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Let's add some interaction  
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/*     

   ;; 

And it works! 

Add some interaction 
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Let's try the -h option and not print the leading file names 
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

   ;; 

And it works! 

Try a new option on the command 
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Let's add a count of the strings found now 
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

   echo "Ready to count them?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* | wc -l 

   ;; 

Add a new feature 
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Let's score our mini-script so far 
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

   echo "Ready to count them?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* | wc -l 

   ;; 

46 

NO 

NO 

How many points so far? 
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Enhance script to let user specify search string and use color 
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

   echo "Ready to count them?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* | wc -l 

   echo "Enter a new string to search for" 

   read string 

   echo searching for '"'$string'"' 

   grep -h --color $string /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/*    

   ;; 

And it works! 

Make another enhancement 
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Let’s re-score modified script 
 

1) # Commands for Task 1 

   echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

   echo "Ready to count them?" 

   read dummy 

   grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* | wc -l 

   echo "Enter a new string to search for" 

   read string 

   echo searching for '"'$string'"' 

   grep -h --color $string /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/*    

   ;; 

NO 

Check the score again 
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Add some comments to help others understand what you are doing 
 

 1)    # Task 1 - grep command explored 

 

       # Simple grep for "beauty" 

       echo "Are you ready to search for beauty in the poems?" 

       read dummy 

       grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

 

       # Same as before but counts matches too 

       echo "Ready to count them?" 

       read dummy 

       grep -h beauty /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* | wc -l 

 

       # Prompt user to supply search string and use color 

       echo "Enter a new string to search for" 

       read string 

       echo searching for '"'$string'"' 

       grep -h $string /home/cis90/rodduk/poems/*/* 

       ;; 

Bing - one task done that meets 
minimum requirements! 

And has fulfilled three of the five  
requirements for the overall project! 
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Make a backup copy of your hard work! 
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The ask others on the forum to check your script 
and give you feedback 

Testing your script 
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Plan extra time for: 
 

 
• Figuring our how to do what you really want to do! 

 
• Removing syntax errors 

 
• Removing logic errors 

 
• Posting script code on the forum and asking others to 

view it and suggest how to fix it 
 

• Sleeping on it 

Don’t wait till the last minute to start your project! 
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Scripting Tips 
 

vi 

53 
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esc: 
%s /oldstring/newstring/g 

54 

Global search and replace with vi 
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Scripting Tips 
 

$(cmd) or `cmd` 

55 
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Shell Scripts 

/ 

Sometimes you want to capture the output of a command and store in 
a variable or use as an argument 
 
For example: 
 
/home/cis90/simben $ find /bin | wc -l 

113 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ count=`find /bin | wc -l` 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo "There are $count files in /bin" 

There are 113 files in /bin 

 

56 

Using back tics around the command to 
evaluate 
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Shell Scripts 

/ 

Sometimes you want to use the output of a command as an argument 
to another command 
 
For example: 
 
/home/cis90/simben $ find /bin | wc -l 

113 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ count=$(find /bin | wc -l) 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo "There are $count files in /bin" 

There are 113 files in /bin 

57 

Using $() instead of back tics is an alternate way to 
do the same thing 
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Class Activity 
Scripting 

Try these commands: 
 

date 

banner date 

banner `date` 

banner $(date) 

date | xargs banner 
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Which one will you use for Lab X1? 
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Scripting Tips 
 

extracting a field 
from a record 

59 
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/etc/passwd 
 

[rsimms@opus ~]$ cat /etc/passwd 

< snipped > 

davdon90:x:1007:190:Don Davis:/home/cis90/davdon:/bin/bash 

ellcar90:x:1008:190:Carlile Ellis:/home/cis90/ellcar:/bin/bash 

frocar90:x:1009:190:Carter Frost:/home/cis90/frocar:/bin/bash 

hendaj90:x:1010:190:Dajan Henk:/home/cis90/hendaj:/bin/bash 

kanbry90:x:1011:190:Bryn Kanar:/home/cis90/kanbry:/bin/bash 

kenrit90:x:1012:190:Rita Kennedy:/home/cis90/kenrit:/bin/bash 

libkel90:x:1013:190:Kelly Libbey:/home/cis90/libkel:/bin/bash 

lyoben90:x:1014:190:Ben Lyons:/home/cis90/lyoben:/bin/bash 

marray90:x:1015:190:Ray Marr:/home/cis90/marray:/bin/bash 

menfid90:x:1016:190:Fidel Mendoza:/home/cis90/menfid:/bin/bash 

mesmic90:x:1017:190:Michael Messina:/home/cis90/mesmic:/bin/bash 

noreva90:x:1018:190:Evan Norbom:/home/cis90/noreva:/bin/bash 

potjos90:x:1023:190:Josh Potter:/home/cis90/potjos:/bin/bash 

ramgus90:x:1024:190:Gustavo Ramirez:/home/cis90/ramgus:/bin/bash 

< snipped > 
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The 5th field of each row has the user’s first and last name 

The “:” serves as the field delimiter 
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myscript 
 

 8)    # Commands for Task 8 

                date 
                ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Wed Dec  3 14:00:53 PST 2008 
Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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Let's start with something simple like 
printing the current date and time 
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myscript 
 

 8)    # Commands for Task 8 

                echo "Hello $LOGNAME" 
                date 

                ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello milhom90 
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
62 

Let's add a friendly Hello using  
the users’s logname 
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myscript 
 

 8)    # Commands for Task 8 

               echo "Hello $LOGNAME" 

       echo $(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME) 
               date 

               ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello milhom90 

milhom90:x:1156:103:Homer Miller:/home/cis90/milhom:/bin/bash 
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 63 

Now include the 
/etc/passwd info 
as well 
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myscript 
  8)    # Commands for Task 8 

               echo "Hello $LOGNAME" 

       echo $(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 
               date 

               ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello milhom90 

Homer Miller  
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
64 

Cut the 5th field from the /etc/passwd record. The -d option specifies the delimiter to use. 
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myscript 
  8)     # Commands for Task 8 

                echo "Hello $LOGNAME" 

                NAME=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 

                            echo "Hello $NAME" 
                date                

        ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello milhom90 

Hello Homer Miller  
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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Same as before, but save the user’s name in a variable and then use it 
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myscript 
 

 8)     # Commands for Task 8 

                echo "Hello $LOGNAME" 
                NAME=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 

                echo "Hello $NAME" 

                date                

        ;; 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello Homer Miller  
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
66 

Get rid of the old Hello $LOGNAME since we have something better now 
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myscript 
 

8)     # Commands for Task 8 

       NAME=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" | cut -f1 -d" ") 
       echo "Hello $NAME" 

       date                

       ;; 

 

                Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Homer's friend made this one - Thank You 

        5) Task 5 

        6) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 8 

Hello Homer 
Wed Dec  3 14:07:07 PST 2008 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 67 

We can also cut out just the first name using a blank as the delimiter 
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Class Exercise 

Make a new script in your bin directory 
cd bin 
vi example401 
 

In vi add these lines to your example401 script then save: 

name=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 
banner $(echo $name) | mail -s "$name" $LOGNAME  
 

Prepare and run your script 
chmod +x example401 
example401 
 

Read your mail to view your new message 
mail 

68 

Make a short script named example401 that emails a banner of your 
full name to yourself: 
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Scripting Tips 
 

simple if 
statement 

69 
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myscript 

   5)    # Simple if statement 

                echo -n "Enter d or c: " 

                read answer 

 

                if [ "$answer" = "d" ]; then 

    date 

                fi 

 

                if [ "$answer" = "c" ]; then 

                   cal 

                fi 

 

                ;; 

 

70 

If statements are used to test if a condition is true 
and if so execute a specific set of commands 

The date command is 
executed only if the 
user typed a "d" 

The cal command is 
executed only if the 
user typed a "c" 

An if statement is ended with fi (if spelled backward) 
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myscript 

         Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - logic 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 5 
Enter d or c: d 
Sun May 17 10:00:35 PDT 2009 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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The date command runs 
because $answer = d 

if [ "$answer" = "d" ]; then 

   date 

fi 
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myscript 

                Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - logic 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 5 
Enter d or c: c 
      May 2009 

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa 

                1  2 

 3  4  5  6  7  8  9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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if [ "$answer" = "c" ]; then 

   cal 

fi 

The cal command runs 
because $answer = c 
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Class Exercise 

73 

Run the previous example task 
 

• run allscripts  
• select 14) Homer 
• select Task 5 and enter d (for date) 
• select Task 5 and enter c (for calendar) 

 
 
Now look at Homer's code to see how it was done: 
• vi /home/cis90/milhom/bin/myscript 
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Scripting Tips 
 

if statement  
with "or" 

74 
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p q p or q 

T T T 

T F T 

F T T 

F F F 

OR logic 

Yes Yes Yes No 
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myscript 

6)    # Another if statement 

      echo -n "Enter d or c: " 

      read answer 

 

      if [ "$answer" = "d" ] || [ "$answer" = "D" ]; then 

            date 

      fi 

 

      if [ "$answer" = "c" ] || [ "$answer" = "C" ]; then 

            cal 

      fi 

 

      ;; 

76 

The || is the logical "or" operator  

Run date if the user 
types d or D 

Run cal if the user 
types c or C 
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myscript 

 

                Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 6 
Enter d or c: d 
Wed May 20 05:07:10 PDT 2009 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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if [ "$answer" = "d" ] || [ "$answer" =  "D" ] 

then 

      date 

fi 

date is run because user 
typed a d 
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myscript 

 

                Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 6 
Enter d or c: D 
Wed May 20 05:07:38 PDT 2009 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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if [ "$answer" = "d" ] || [ "$answer" = "D" ] 

then 

      date 

fi 

date is run because user 
typed a D 
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Class Exercise 

Make a new script in your bin directory 
cd bin 
vi example654 
 

In vi add these lines to your script then save: 

echo -n "What is your name: " 
read answer 
if [ "$answer" = "Sylar" ] || [ "$answer" = "sylar" ]; then 
    echo "I'm out of here" 
fi 
 

Prepare and run your script 
chmod +x example654 
example654 

79 
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Scripting Tips 
 

if statements  
with "and" 

80 
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p q p and q 

T T T 

T F F 

F T F 

F F F 

AND logic 

Yes No No No 
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myscript 

   6)    # logic example 

                echo -n "Is the furnace "on" or off? " 

                read furnace 

                echo -n "Is there a fire in the fireplace (yes or no)? " 

                read fireplace 

 

                if [ "$furnace" = "on" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "yes" ]; then 

                        echo "It is really hot in here" 

                fi 

 

                if [ "$furnace" = "off" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "yes" ]; then 

                        echo "It is warm and smokey in here" 

                fi 

 

                if [ "$furnace" = "on" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "no" ]; then 

                        echo "It is warm in here" 

                fi 

 

                if [ "$furnace" = "off" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "no" ]; then 

                        echo "It is really freezing in here" 

                fi 

                ;; 

82 && means “and” 
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myscript 

 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 7 
Is the furnace on or off? off 
Is there a fire in the fireplace (yes or no)? no 
It is really freezing in here 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu                 
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if [ "$furnace" = "off" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "no" ]; then 

   echo "It is really freezing in here" 

fi 
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myscript 

84 

 if [ "$furnace" = "on" ] && [ "$fireplace" = "no" ]; then 

    echo "It is warm in here" 

 fi 

 

 

                 Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Examples - test file attributes 

        5) Examples - simple if statement 

        6) Examples - another if statement 

        7) Examples - logic 

        8) Examples - cut command to get name from /etc/passwd 

        10) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 7 
Is the furnace on or off? on 
Is there a fire in the fireplace (yes or no)? no 
It is warm in here 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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Class Exercise 

85 

Run the previous example task 
• run allscripts  
• select 14) Homer 
• select Task 7 several times with different answers 
 
 
Now look at Homer's code to see how it was done: 
• vi /home/cis90/milhom/bin/myscript 
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Scripting Tips 
 

if 
file types 

86 
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myscript 
 

  4)    # More example IF statments 

                echo "The files in this directory are: " 

                ls -1 

                echo -n "Which file are you interested in? : " 

                read filename 

 

                echo "Here are some details about $filename:" 

                file $filename 

 

                if [ -f $filename ]; then 

                        echo $filename is a regular file 

                        echo "Here is long listing of the $filename" file: 

                        ls -l $filename 

                fi 

 

                if [ -d $filename ]; then 

                        echo $filename is a directory 

                        echo "Here is a long listing of the $filename directory:" 

                        ls -ld $filename 

                fi 

                ;; 
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tests to see 
if it’s a 
regular file 

tests to see 
if it’s a 
directory 
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myscript 
 

        Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Color 

2) My Find Command 

3) More practice 

4) Examples - test file attributes 

5) Examples - simple if statement 

6) Examples - another if statement 

7) Examples - logic 

10) Exit         

         

Enter Your Choice: 4 
The files in this directory are: 

1976.egg 

Anon 

Blake 

Shakespeare 

Yeats 

Which file are you interested in? : 1976.egg 
Here are some details about 1976.egg: 

1976.egg: ASCII English text, with escape sequences 

1976.egg is a regular file 

Here is long listing of the 1976.egg file: 

-rw-r--r-- 1 squid squid 734 Apr  8 10:01 1976.egg 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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File 
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myscript 
 

        Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

1) Color 

2) My Find Command 

3) More practice 

4) Examples - test file attributes 

5) Examples - simple if statement 

6) Examples - another if statement 

7) Examples - logic 

10) Exit         

 

Enter Your Choice: 4 
The files in this directory are: 

1976.egg 

Anon 

Blake 

Shakespeare 

Yeats 

Which file are you interested in? : Anon 
Here are some details about Anon: 

Anon: directory 

Anon is a directory 

Here is a long listing of the Anon directory: 

drwxr-xr-x 2 milhom90 cis90 4096 Apr  8 10:01 Anon 

Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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Directory 
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90 

-d file = True if the file exists and is a directory.  
-e file = True if the file exists.  
-f file = True if the file exists and is a regular file  
-k file = True if the files' "sticky" bit is set.  
-L file = True if the file exists and is a symbolic link.  
-r file = True if the file exists and is readable.  
-s file = True if the file exists and is not empty. 
-u file = True if the file exists and its set-user-id bit is set.  
-w file = True if the file exists and is writable.  
-x file = True if the file exists and is executable.  
-O file = True if the file exists and is owned by the effective user id.  
-G file = True if the file exists and is owned by the effective group id.  
file1 -nt file2 = True if file1 is newer, by modification date, than file2.  
file1 -ot file2 = True if file1 is older than file2.  

Source: http://www.comptechdoc.org/os/linux/programming/script/linux_pgscripttest.html 

Additional file attributes to test for: 
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Class Exercise 
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Run the previous example task 
• run allscripts  
• select 14) Homer 
• select Task 4 
 
 
Now look at Homer's code to see how it was done: 
• vi /home/cis90/milhom/bin/myscript 
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Scripting Tips 
 

if then else 
statement 

92 
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myscript 
 

 3)     # Commands for Task 3 

                NAME=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 

                echo "Hello $NAME" 

                date '+%A' 

                            date '+%A, %B %d, %Y' 
        ;; 

 

                Homer's CIS 90 Final Project 

        1) Color 

        2) My Find Command 

        3) More practice 

        4) Homer's friend made this one - Thank You 

        5) Task 5 

        6) Exit 

 

        Enter Your Choice: 3 

Hello Homer Miller  

Wednesday 
Wednesday, December 03, 2008 
Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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How can we do just 
one format or the 
other? 
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myscript 
 3)      # Commands for Task 3 

                 NAME=$(cat /etc/passwd | grep $LOGNAME | cut -f5 -d":" ) 

                 echo "Hello $NAME" 

echo "$NAME, Do you like short or long dates?" 

                 echo -n "Enter 1 for short or 2 for long: " 
                 read ANSWER 
                 if [ "$ANSWER" = 1 ]; then 
                        date '+%A' 

else 
                        date '+%A, %B %d, %Y' 

fi         

  ;; 

 Enter Your Choice: 3 

Hello Homer Miller 

Homer Miller, Do you like short or long dates? 

Enter 1 for short or 2 for long: 1 

Wednesday 
Hit the Enter key to return to menu 

 

 Enter Your Choice: 3 

Hello Homer Miller 

Homer Miller, Do you like short or long dates? 

Enter 1 for short or 2 for long: 2 

Wednesday, December 03, 2008 
Hit the Enter key to return to menu 
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Prompt user for choice 
then use if-then-else 
statement 
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Scripting Tips 
 

Using the set 
command 

95 
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[rsimms@opus scripts]$ set dogs cats birds humans 
 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $1 
dogs 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $2 
cats 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $3 
birds 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $4 
humans 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $# 
4 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $* 
dogs cats birds humans 
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The set command parses the 
arguments it receives.   
 
$1 is set to the first 
argument,  
$2 is set to the second 
argument and so forth.  
 
$# is set to the total number 
of arguments. 
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[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo $(ls) 
1975.egg app banner datecal enlightenment hi I myscript myscript.milhom90 

myscript.v1 newscript old program quiet quiet.bak script treed tryme 

typescript zoom 

 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ set $(ls) 
 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo $3 
banner 

 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo $7 
I 

 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo $11 
1975.egg1 

 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo $# 
20 

 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo "The fifth file in this directory is $5" 
The fifth file in this directory is enlightenment 

[rsimms@opus bin]$ 

 

A nice way to be 
able to reference 
specific files in a 
directory  
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[rsimms@opus scripts]$ finger $LOGNAME 
Login: rsimms                           Name: Rich Simms 

Directory: /home/rsimms                 Shell: /bin/bash 

On since Mon May 18 14:38 (PDT) on pts/1 from 207.62.186.30 

Mail last read Mon May 18 16:09 2009 (PDT) 

No Plan. 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ finger $LOGNAME | head -1 
Login: rsimms                           Name: Rich Simms 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ set $(finger $LOGNAME | head -1) 
 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $1 
Login: 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $2 
rsimms 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $3 
Name: 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $4 
Rich 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ echo $5 
Simms 

 

[rsimms@opus scripts]$ firstname=$4 

 
[rsimms@opus bin]$ echo My first name is $firstname 
My first name is Rich 

Another way to 
get a user’s 
first name 
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Class Exercise 

Make a new script in your bin directory 
cd bin 
vi example777 
 

In vi add these lines to your script then save: 

set $(finger $LOGNAME | head -1) 
firstname=$4  
echo My first name is $firstname 
 
Prepare and run your script 
chmod +x example777 
example777 
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Scripting Tips 
 

color 

100 
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Black 0;30 
Dark Gray 1;30 
Blue 0;34 
Light Blue 1;34 

CIS 90 - Lesson 14 

101 Source:  http://hacktux.com/bash/colors 

Red 0;31 
Light Red 1;31 
Purple 0;35 
Light Purple 1;35 

Use echo -e "\e[0n;nnm" to turn on color  
(the -e option enables interpretation of backslash escapes) 

Using Color 

Green 0;32 
Light Green 1;32 
Cyan 0;36 
Light Cyan 1;36 

Brown 0;33 
Yellow 1;33 
Light Gray 0;37 
White 1;37 
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102 Source:  http://hacktux.com/bash/colors 

Use echo -e '\e[00m' to revert back to normal 

Using Color 
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/home/cis90/rodduk $ off="\e[00m" 

/home/cis90/rodduk $ red="\e[00;31m" 

/home/cis90/rodduk $ white="\e[01;37m" 

/home/cis90/rodduk $ blue="\e[00;34m" 

/home/cis90/rodduk $ echo -e $red RED $white WHITE $blue BLUE $off 

 RED  WHITE  BLUE 

/home/cis90/rodduk $ echo -e ${red}RED ${white}WHITE ${blue}BLUE $off 

RED WHITE BLUE 

Demonstrating the use of variables and curly braces to make 
color easier to use.   
 
Curly braces are used to clearly delineate the variable name when 
there is no blank used as a separator from the next string 
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Scripting Tips 
 

home directories 
and user names 

104 
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Going from CIS 90 home directory name  username 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo $HOME 

/home/cis90/simben 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ basename $HOME 

simben 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo $(basename $HOME) 

simben 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo $(basename $HOME)90 

simben90 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ userid=`echo $(basename $HOME)90` 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo The home directory of $userid is $HOME 

The home directory of simben90 is /home/cis90/simben 

 

The basename command 
extracts the filename from the 
end of a pathname 

This is how you tack 90 
on to the home directory 
filename 
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/home/cis90/simben $ finger $(basename $HOME)90 

Login: simben90                         Name: Benji Simms 

Directory: /home/cis90/simben           Shell: /bin/bash 

On since Wed May 16 08:09 (PDT) on pts/2 from 50-0-68-

235.dsl.dynamic.fusionbroadband.com 

No mail. 

Plan: 

To pass this course with flying colors! 

Determining the username from the home directory name and 
then using it as an argument to the finger command 

Going from CIS 90 home directory name  username 
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/home/cis90/simben $ echo $LOGNAME 

simben90 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo ${LOGNAME%90} 

simben 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ file=`echo ${LOGNAME%90}` 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo $file 

simben 

                                   

 

/home/cis90/simben $ echo The home of $LOGNAME is /home/cis90/$file 

The home of simben90 is /home/cis90/simben 

This is how you strip text 
off the end of  a string 

And this is how you could use it 

This variable holds your 
username 

This sets a new variable 
named file to hold the 
filename 

Going from CIS 90 username  home directory name 
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scp 
 

Copying your files on Opus to  
another Linux system  

108 
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Classroom PC's, VMs and Remote Server 

One Windows 
laptop per student 

One RH9 Linux 
VM per laptop 

Internet 

One RHEL5 server 
per class 

SSH is a network 
protocol that enables 
secure connections 
between computers 

Opus 
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Telnet and SSH (Secure Shell) 

Telnet - all clear text SSH - encrypted 

username 
password 
cat secret 

exit 

Opus 

Local computer 

Sniffer view of a Telnet session Sniffer view of a SSH session 
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ssh protocol 
 

/ 

Secure Shell Protocol 
 
• Allows secure (encrypted) connections between computers 

• ssh command - for login and running remote commands 
• scp command - for copies files between systems 
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scp 
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For the cp command  
each argument is a  
pathname 

Copy commands copy file(s) to a Destination 
 

• cp  
‒ copies files on the same system 

cp /etc/hosts . 

cp riddel 1 riddle2 riddles/ 

cp tally tally.v1 

 
• scp  

‒ copies files between systems: 
scp milhom90@oslab.cabrillo.edu:/etc/hosts . 

scp riddle 1 riddle2 cis90@P1-Hugo:riddles/ 

scp -P 425 rsimms@frodo.simms-teach.com:tally tally.v1 

For the scp command, arguments for remote files must include 
username, hostname, pathname and optionally a port. 
 
The @ and : separators are always required with scp 
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scp 
 

scp    simben90@opus.cabrillo.edu:bin/myscript     . 

 

 

 

Remote Local 

Copy the file myscript from simben90's home bin/ directory on 
the remote system Opus to "here"   
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scp example 
Copying project file on Opus to local Linux system 

 

scp    simben90@opus.cabrillo.edu:bin/myscript     . 

 

 

 

Remote Local 

The username on the remote computer.  Needed for 
authentication and to establish the home directory on remote 
system 

Either the IP address or hostname of the remote 
computer.  Needed for connection over the Internet. 

Relative or absolute 
pathname. 

114 

use : with no spaces to 
delimit hostname from 
pathname 

use @ with no spaces 
to delimit username 
from hostname 
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Copying a file from Opus to Sun-Hwa 
(initiated from Sun-Hwa) 

 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ head -n1 scrooge 

head: cannot open `scrooge' for reading: No such file or directory 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ scp simben90@opus.cabrillo.edu:../depot/scrooge . 

simben90@opus.cabrillo.edu's password: 

scrooge                                      100%   33KB  33.1KB/s   00:00 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ head -n1 scrooge 

Stave 2: The First of the Three Spirits 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

On Sun-Hwa 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ head -n1 ../depot/scrooge 

Stave 2: The First of the Three Spirits 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

On Opus 
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Copying multiple files from Opus to Sun-Hwa 
(initiated from Sun-Hwa) 

 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ ls bin 

ls: cannot access bin: No such file or directory 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ mkdir bin 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ scp simben90@opus:bin/my* bin/ 

simben90@opus's password: 

myscript                                     100%   10KB  10.2KB/s   00:00 

myscript.v1                                  100%   10KB  10.2KB/s   00:00 

myscript.v2                                  100%   10KB  10.2KB/s   00:00 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

On Sun-Hwa 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ ls bin 

app     datecal        hi  myscript     myscript.v2  simple.c  tryme 

banner  enlightenment  I   myscript.v1  simple       treed     zoom 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

On Opus 
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/home/cis90/simben $ ls file25 

ls: cannot access file25: No such file or directory 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/home/cis90/simben $ cat file25 

I love Linux 

 

On Opus 
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[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ echo "I love Linux" > file25 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ scp file25 simben90@opus: 

The authenticity of host 'opus (172.30.5.20)' can't be established. 

RSA key fingerprint is 7d:32:80:b9:52:32:c8:dc:3b:16:0e:ba:8c:fd:79:ef. 

Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes 

Warning: Permanently added 'opus,172.30.5.20' (RSA) to the list of known hosts. 

simben90@opus's password: 

file25                                       100%   13     0.0KB/s   00:00 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

On Sun-Hwa 

Copying a file from Sun-Hwa to Opus 
(initiated from Sun-Hwa) 
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[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ echo "I love dogs" > file15 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

On Sun-Hwa 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ cat file15 

cat: file15: No such file or directory 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

 
/home/cis90/simben $ scp cislab\\simben90@sun-hwa:file15 . 

cislab\simben90@sun-hwa's password: 

file15                                       100%   12     0.0KB/s   00:00 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ cat file15 

I love dogs 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

 

On Opus 

Copying a file from Sun-Hwa to Opus 
(initiated from Opus) 
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/home/cis90/simben $ cat iloveunix 

cat: iloveunix: No such file or directory 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/home/cis90/simben $ cat iloveunix 

I love UNIX 

/home/cis90/simben $ 
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[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ echo "I love UNIX" > file35 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ scp file35 simben90@opus:iloveunix 

simben90@opus's password: 

file35                                       100%   12     0.0KB/s   00:00 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

On Sun-Hwa 

On Opus 

Copying a file from Sun-Hwa to Opus and renaming it 
(initiated from Sun-Hwa) 
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• On Opus, locate the ptest.template file in the CIS 90 
depot directory 
 

• Log into Sun-Hwa  
 

• Copy the ptest03.template file in the CIS 90 depot 
directory to your home directory naming it ptest03 at 
the same time 

Class Activity 
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tar 
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tar command 

tar options tarfile files 

To simplify file transfers, Windows users typically  
“zip” multiple files together into a singe “zipfile”.  
 
Linux users use the tar command to do this and 
“archive” multiple files into a single “tarball”.  
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tar command 

c = create 
  v = verbose 
     f = filename (which must immediately follow)   
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tar cvf tarfile pathname 

t = table of contents (to view files in a archive) 
  v = verbose 
     f = filename (which must immediately follow)   

tar tvf tarfile 

x = extract files in archive 
  v = verbose 
     f = filename (which must immediately follow)   

tar xvf tarfile 
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tar command 

Create a tarball out of our local misc directory 
 
/home/cis90/simben $ ls misc 

file.dos  fruit  manpage  mystery  salad  tiurf  

what_am_i 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

 

 

 

/home/cis90/simben $ tar cvf miscdir.tar misc/ 

misc/ 

misc/fruit 

misc/file.dos 

misc/salad 

misc/mystery 

misc/what_am_i 

misc/manpage 

misc/tiurf 

/home/cis90/simben $ 

124 

name of archive file 

relative pathname to 
directory to archive 
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tar command 
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Tarballs show as red in listings 
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tar command 

View contents of a tarball 
/home/cis90/simben $ tar tvf miscdir.tar 

drwxrwxrwx simben90/cis90    0 2012-11-06 16:11 misc/ 

-rw-r--r-- simben90/cis90   78 2004-10-26 16:36 misc/fruit 

-rw-r--r-- simben90/cis90  148 2001-07-20 22:54 misc/file.dos 

-rw-r--r-- simben90/cis90   78 2004-04-17 12:13 misc/salad 

lrwxrwxrwx simben90/cis90    0 2012-08-01 16:55 misc/mystery -> ../bin/enlightenment 

-rw-r--r-- simben90/cis90  352 2001-07-20 15:04 misc/what_am_i 

-rw-r--r-- simben90/cis90 10576 2001-07-20 20:58 misc/manpage 

-rw-rw-r-- simben90/cis90    78 2012-10-15 09:25 misc/tiurf 

/home/cis90/simben $ 
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tar command 

On another Linux system (Sun-Hwa in VLab) 
 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ ls misc 

ls: cannot access misc: No such file or directory 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 
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tar command 

On another Linux system (Sun in Vlab) 
[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ ls misc 

ls: cannot access misc: No such file or directory 

 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ scp simben90@opus:miscdir.tar . 

simben90@opus's password: 

miscdir.tar                                  100%   20KB  20.0KB/s   00:00 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 

 

 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ tar xvf miscdir.tar 

misc/ 

misc/fruit 

misc/file.dos 

misc/salad 

misc/mystery 

misc/what_am_i 

misc/manpage 

misc/tiurf 

[CISLAB\simben90@sun-hwa ~]$ 
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Copy tarball 
from Opus 

Extract tarball on Sun-Hwa 
 
Note, misc/ directory is created 
and populated 
 
Be careful, this will overwrite any 
files with the same name 
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tar command 

After extraction 
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Note: the symbolic link is broken because there is no 
enlightenment file in local bin directory onSun-Hwa 
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Only do this if you have not started Lab X2 already: 
 

• On Opus, locate the dogs.tar tarball in the CIS 90 depot directory 
 

• Copy it to your home directory 
 

• Extract the contents to your home directory 
 

• List your new dogs/ directory 

Class Activity 
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Wrap up 
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Commands: 
 
basename   - extract filename form pathname 
scp    - secure copy command 
tar    - archive command 
if then else   - conditionals in scripts  
[ ]    - for logic tests in scripts 
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Next Class 
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 Backup 
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